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discharges [8]. In [9], a state of the art of the models and
optimization techniques used for the operation of
hydroelectric reservoirs is presented. In [10], a stochastic
model is proposed for flood control in Colombia during the La
Niña phenomenon, using the infrastructure of a hydroelectric
reservoir. In [11], a study of dynamic flood simulation applied
to a Colombian case is presented. Other studies related to
Colombian hydrology and reservoir control are presented in
[12] and [13], respectively.

Abstract
This paper presents a stochastic approach model for the
optimal coordination of reservoirs. The proposed approach
simulates the behavior of two reservoirs in parallel as primary
infrastructure for flood control. The deterministic version
consists on a set of equations that represent the inflows and
outflows of the reservoirs, as well as the constraints associated
with flood control. The stochastic version of the model resorts
to a stochastic series generator, which produces different
values of water flows which are processed through a
deterministic model. With this information a set of possible
operating scenarios is generated, and a reliability study is
carried out, applied to the flood control zone. The validation
of the proposed model is performed using the technical
parameters of two reservoirs of the Colombian electrical
system. With this type of models, new decision-oriented tools
are offered related to flood prevention and control.

Colombia is a country highly affected by climatic phenomena
such as El Niño and La Niña. The effects of these phenomena
tend to have a high impact on the population, the economy
and the infrastructure. The rainy season experienced, between
2010 and 2012, is considered by experts as the most
devastating in the last 40 years and has been an important
point to reflect on the country's response capacity to natural
disasters to which it is exposed. In 2017, alerts were activated
again for possible floods, taking into account that 30.4% of
the generation reservoirs in the country had reached their
maximum capacity, and recently the Institute of Hydrology
and Environmental Studies (IDEAM) warns of the probability
of a 75% occurrence of a La Niña in the last months of 2020.
This situation has generated concern in the inhabitants: mainly
ranchers and farmers, located downstream the generation
plants

Keywords: Flood control, multipurpose reservoir, stochastic
optimization, power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are several international studies related to flood control
and the optimal functioning of reservoirs. In China, for
example, Hongwei and Zezhong presented the benefits of
flood control along the Yellow River [1]. In [2], a reservoir
operation scheme for flood control based on real-time
information and forecasts is proposed for the Three Gorges
project. In [3], a flood control model for the rainy seasons is
proposed, applying a reliability and risk analysis based on
hydrological forecasts also for the Three Gorges project. In
Mozambique, a flood control model was proposed using a
hydroelectric reservoir to mitigate the social impact of
electricity generation [4].
Design elements for flood
protection dikes in France are presented in [5]. In Vietnam,
the operation of a reservoir based on several guide curves
depending on the level of criticality was proposed for the Red
River [6]. In Malaysia, the operation of reservoirs in cascade
coordinated by means of guide curves was proposed, in which
the volumes of the reservoirs are related by the curves [7]. In
Canada, the flood control problem was addressed considering
the impact of the basin downstream the plant due to

In this paper a stochastic model is proposed to coordinate the
operation of two reservoirs in parallel, in order to obtain an
optimal balance between power generation and flood control,
avoiding discharges and controlling the downstream flood
zone, minimizing in this way the socio-environmental risks
associated with floods.

II. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Deterministic model
The basic model of the energy system of a hydroelectric
generator is composed of a reservoir and its corresponding
flows. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the analyzed
model, in which two reservoirs intervene. The variables used
are: flows contributed by the basins upstream of the reservoirs
(series E1 and series E2), discharge flows from the reservoirs
for the purpose of producing electricity (VG1 and VG2),
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discharge flows by dumping (Vv1 and Vv2), a flow
attributable to an external river, which is not controlled by the
reservoirs under study (external river), an unbalanced flow of
each reservoir (evaporation + seepage) and finally, a flood
control zone ( FCZ), where a maximum flow is set in order to
protect a population.

𝑉𝐸 𝑖 = 𝑉𝐸 𝑖𝑗−1 + 𝑉𝑄 𝑖 − 𝑉𝐺 𝑖 − 𝑉𝐸𝐹 𝑖 − 𝑉𝑉 𝑖

(5)

𝐺𝑖 = 𝑉𝐺 𝑖 ∗ 𝐹𝐶𝑖

(6)

𝑉𝐹𝐶𝑍 𝑗 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑉𝐺 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑉𝑉 𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑉𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑗

(7)

Where:
Pj

: Average spot price for trading day j

Gij

: Energy generated by reservoir i in day j

VV ij

: Discharge of reservoir i in day j

Penv ij
VInu j

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the reservoirs under
study

𝑚

𝑛

𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∑ (∑ 𝑃𝑗 ∗ 𝐺𝑖𝑗 − 𝑉𝑉 𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑣 𝑖𝑗 ) − 𝑉𝐼𝑛𝑢 𝑗
𝑗=1

𝑖=1

: Penalty for flooding in the control area,
applied in day j

VG i

: Minimum discharge volume of
reservoir i

min

VG i

máx

VE i

min

VE ij
VE i

máx

VFCZ j

(1)

: Volume of water above the maximum
in the FZC in day j

Peninu j

VG i

The objective function of the optimization problem is given
by equation (1), which seeks to maximize profits from energy
sales. The objective function is composed of the maximization
of income from energy sales minus the penalties for
discharges and flooding in the FCZ. The constraints given by
equations (2) and (3) indicate the minimum and maximum
limits of the discharge volume through the generation
pipelines and the volume of each reservoir, respectively. The
restriction given by (4) indicates the limit of the volume in the
flood control zone in each time interval. Equation (5)
represents the volume balance of each reservoir; equation (6)
indicates the generation conversion factor and finally equation
(7) represents the total volume in the FCZ.

: Penalty for discharges, applied to
reservoir i in day j

: Discharge of reservoir i
: Maximum discharge of reservoir i
: Minimum volume of reservoir i
: Volume of reservoir i
: Maximum volume of reservoir i
: Volume in the FCZ in day j

VZC máx

: Maximum volume allowed in the FCZ

VE ij−1

: Volume of reservoir i in day j − 1.

VQ i

: Volume of basins of the reservoir i.

VEF i

: Unbalanced volume composed of
filtration plus evaporation from
reservoir i.

FCi

: Conversion factor of reservoir i.

∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑢 𝑗
VQext j

: Volume of the external river in day j.

Suject to:
𝑉𝐺 𝑖

𝑚𝑖𝑛

≤ 𝑉𝐺 𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝐺 𝑖

𝑉𝐸 𝑖

𝑚𝑖𝑛

≤ 𝑉𝐸 𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑉𝐸 𝑖

𝑚á𝑥

𝑚á𝑥

𝑉𝑍𝐶 𝑗 − 𝑉𝐼𝑛𝑢 𝑗 ≤ 𝑉𝑍𝐶 𝑚á𝑥

(2)

2.2 Stochastic approach

(3)

Studies related to hydrological prediction contain a high level
of uncertainty when trying to recreate future hydrological
scenarios. This is why stochastic models take relevance during
the analysis of problems related to the administration of water

(4)
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Figure 2 presents a schematic diagram of the proposed model.
It is basically composed of a stochastic series generator,
which produces different values of water flows which are
processed through the deterministic optimization model
presented in Section 2.1. The proposed model generates
possible operation scenarios, to which a reliability study is
carried out, applied to the FCZ.

resources and in the management and operation of reservoirs.
Stochastic models seek to include and reflect the uncertainty
of the variables under study in the results of the models. In
this case, a stochastic model is proposed, through which a
large number of possible scenarios are generated, in order to
establish probabilities of occurrence and be able to make
decisions under desired confidence levels.

Figure 2. Structure of the stochastic model

each of the hydrological series generated, there is a dispatch
number equal to the number of series generated. For each of
the selected dispatches, the impact generated in the FCZ is
evaluated and the level of reliability is calculated based on the
magnitude of the flood.

The flow series generator illustrated in Figure 3 uses as input
information the hydrological forecasted data, which is fixed as
the mean of a normal distribution, which standard deviation is
given by the standard deviation of the historical data of the
river under study. After completing the iterative process for

Figure 3. Structure of the water flow series generator
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Table 1. Technical Parameters of the analyzed reservoirs

III. TESTS AND RESULTS
Table 1 presents the main technical parameters for the
deterministic model. These parameters correspond to real
values of two reservoirs that are part of the Colombian
electrical system and can be consulted in [14]. The maximum
volume in FCZ was set to 20 Mm3, which is equivalent to
85% of the average water flow that would circulate through
the small village downstream the reservoir, according to the
historical hydrological series.

Parameter

Reservoir 2

Minimum Volume (Mm3)

17.71

23.30

Maximum Volume (Mm3)

782.05

610.89

2,711.25

1,945.89

Maximum Discharge Volume
(Mm3-day)

10.62

12.33

Maximum Discharge Capacity
(MWh-day)

28,798.90

24,000.61

Maximum Spillage Capacity
(Mm3-day)

362.88

864

Minimum Discharge Volume
(Mm3-day)

0.53

0.12

1,439.67

239.34

Net Effective Generation
Capacity (MW)

1,200

1,000.

Maximum Volume in the FCZ
(Mm3)

20

20

Convertion Factor (MW/Mm3/s)

The water flow series generator was used to generate 30 series
for each of the input flows of the system represented in Figure
1. With this result it is possible to recreate a series of possible
operating scenarios according to the historical flows reported
by the market agents in Colombia. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show
respectively the results obtained with the flow series generator
for Reservoir 1, Reservoir 2 and the external river, based on
the historical series years 1978 to 2015. The graphs highlight,
in red, the forecasted (mean) for each of the groups of series
generated.

Series Reservoir 1 (m3/s)

Reservoir 1

Maximum Generation Capacity
(MWh-day)
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Figure 4. Flow series generated for Reservoir 1
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Figure 5. Flow series generated for Reservoir 2
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Figure 6. Flow series generated for the external river

Once the water flow series were generated, 5 of the most
critical ones were selected for each of the model inputs. Each
of the 5 series were used in the proposed, obtaining a

reliability of 100% in the FCZ, as observed in Figure 7, given
that the volume in the FCZ remained below the maximum
allowed limit (20 Mm3) for each of the selected series.

Figure 7. Maximum volume and reliability in the FCZ

remained stable. This occurs because Reservoir 1 has a greater
discharge capacity through generation, contributing to a
greater extent to the fulfillment of the objective function.

A 100% reliability is achieved due to the control carried out
over the generation discharges from Reservoir 2, as observed
in Figure 8, while the generation through Reservoir 1,

Figure 8. Energy generated by Reservoir 2 vs average spot price
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
A food control model that incorporates stochastic elements
was proposed in this paper. The stochastic model allows
finding operating scenarios, under different hydrological
conditions, based on historical information of water flows of
the reservoirs under study. The data provided by the stochastic
series generator are processed through a deterministic
optimization model that takes into account the maximization
of profits from energy sales as well as the constraints inherent
to the operation of hydroelectric power plants, avoiding
flooding in a given control area.
The proposed model considers the constraints inherent to
generation plants that operate within an energy market, whose
objective function is the maximization of profits under the
guidelines of the country's regulatory framework. In the
proposed model, the guidelines are given by the technical
restrictions of the reservoirs and by the penalties for flood
control in a given control zone.
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